THE ROLE OF CHOLESTEROL HANDLING IN GAMMA DELTA T CELL CYTOTOXICITY AGAINST HIGHLY IMMUNE SUPPRESSIVE PANCREAS DUCTAL ADENOCARCINOMA
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Background Pancreas ductal adenocarcinoma (PDAC) is highly resistant to most therapies, including immunotherapy. PDAC create highly immunosuppressive tumor microenvironments, yet also contain infiltrates of exhausted gamma delta T cells (gDTs). We sought to determine how PDAC suppresses gDT activation within the tumor-immune microenvironment through production of secreted factors. Using RNAseq we identify dysregulated cholesterol metabolism as a potential mechanism induced by PDAC in gDT which may impair gDT anti-tumor cytotoxicity.

Methods PDAC organoids were developed from patient biopsies. Media in which PDAC organoids were cultured were harvested (conditioned media), modelling secreted factors produced by PDAC. Circulating gDTs were isolated from the peripheral blood of healthy allogeneic donors using negative selection (StemCell Tech) after gradient centrifugation, and expanded with IL-2, IL-15, and zolecdronic acid. Healthy gDTs were then exposed to PDAC-conditioned media for 72 hours to simulate the in vivo PDAC secretome and incubated with PDAC organoids at an effector:target ratio of 5:1. After 48 hours, a fluorescent cleaved caspase 3/7 dye was added. Live cell imaging was performed (BioTek) to assess organoid area stained positive for cleaved caspase 3/7.

Results Culture of healthy donor gDTs with PDAC secretome is associated with decreased gDT killing of PDAC organoids across 2 separate patient PDAC organoid lines. Greater than 50% reduction in total cleaved caspase 3/7 area of organoids was seen with PDAC-conditioned gDTs versus gDTs in base media (figure 1A; each data point represents a separate measured organoid). Bulk RNAseq of gDTs (n = 3 biological replicates of 3 separate conditioned media exposed and control media exposed gDTs) following conditioning with PDAC secreted factors results in increased cholesterol efflux (ABCG1 upregulated by 16 fold vs control, p<0.0001); decreased cholesterol uptake (LDLR downregulated 4 fold vs control, p<0.0001), and downregulation of cholesterol biosynthesis in gDTs (HMGCR downregulated 2.7 fold vs control, p<0.0001) (figure 1B). Preliminarily, addition of 10ug/mL of low-density lipoprotein (LDL) to gDTs exposed to PDAC conditioned media increased overall gDT mediated PDAC killing (n = 236 organoids selected of 3 separate conditioned media, figure 1C).

Conclusions gDTs are functionally suppressed by PDAC secretome, potentially driven by decreased uptake, increased efflux, and decreased biosynthesis of cholesterol in gDTs (figure 1D). In a preliminary experiment, supplementation of the tumor microenvironment with LDL appears to restore gDT cytotoxicity against PDAC. Modulation of cholesterol handling in the tumor-immune microenvironment may enhance immune cell effector therapy for patients with PDAC.
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Abstract 1471 Figure 1 (A,C) gDT were pre-conditioned with either organoid growth media or media conditioned by organoids from Patient A or B for 72 hours. gDT were then exposed to PDAC organoids for 48 hours: caspase 3/7 activity as a% of the total area of the measured organoids was determined by live cell imaging. Each dot represents one separate organoid. (B) Schematic of key RNAseq results superimposed on cholesterol handling pathways. (D) Graphical schematic of potential impact of PDAC factors on key elements of cholesterol handling that may impact gDT anti-tumor cytotoxicity.
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